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From Newborn to New Bride
Fathers Impact Every Aspect of a Girl’s Life
Fathers of daughters are generally very proud of their new-found title of
“Daddy”. What many may not understand, is how fundamentally critical
his relationship with his daughter is to the development of a healthy
women.

A father of three daughters, reflects
on how he felt after their birth.
“I felt great, so great that it made
me cry. l felt like these little girls
came from me and I’m going to
take care them for the rest of
my life. They made me feel like
this the greatest accomplishment
I've made thus far in my life.
~T. Simmons-TN.~
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Father Involvement
Although research has explored the positive contributions of fathers to youth
development, relatively few studies have explored the positive contributions of African
American fathers to the psychosocial development of their daughters and the issues
that influence their relationship. This brief report contains short, yet important
excerpts from my upcoming book, “From Hero to Human: The Intersection where
Fathers and Daughters Disconnect-A Father’s Guide for Parenting Daughters”, a critical
look the African-American father-daughter relationship, his parental involvement,
issues that impact their relationship and their impact on one another. [the father and
daughter will be used interchangeably within the body of this report]

“Wishing for
nothing more
than a do-over ;
for a dad who had
a guide to use
when he didn’t
understand her;
a time when she
didn’t understand
herself.”

As a researcher who studies the dynamics of
fathers and daughters, I’ve heard countless heartfelt stories from women of all ages, about what
their fathers did wrong and how they wish he had
been a better father; wishing for nothing more
than a “do over”. Wishing for a father who had a
guide to use in times when he didn’t understand
her; a time when she didn’t understand herself.
You might be wondering “how can a woman write
about fathering. Well let me help you along. Have
you ever heard of the movie, “What a Woman
Wants”? In this story the lead male character
who thought himself to be somewhat
knowledgeable about females, is suddenly given
a miraculously gift; the ability to hear into the
minds of all women around him. Only to
discover, what women truly feel, think, need and
want, is totally opposite of what he had been told
or lead to believed his entire life. Imagine his
dismay and ultimate enlightenment.

The character’s brief, yet fictional opportunity, to hear the internal dialogue women have
about what she wants from the man in their life; what makes her feel happy or unloved,
special or totally disconnected, was priceless. This report serves as a symbol of that
magical moment; as a tool to connect fathers to their daughters. It will also show
daughters more clearly, their connection to their father; a core-relationship
fundamentally critical to a woman’s healthy development. This report is a peek inside of
sorts, into what a girl wants and needs from her father as she grows into womanhood. A
Father’s guide to parenting daughters.
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DAD FACTS

•Relationships are like scripts or roles that each character must play out-Dad
has an irreplaceable role.
•Your family’s beliefs influence the way everyone interacts with one another.
These interactions shape the father-daughter relationship over the years.
•Dads have as much or more impact on their daughters as moms do. (some
things are only taught via a dad)
• There is no maternal instinct that makes women better parents than men.

•Daughters raised by single dads are as well adjusted as daughters raised by
single moms.
• Most dads wish they could spend more time with their kids and less time at
work or away.
•Many fathers believe they aren’t necessary or important in the lives of their
daughters.
•Most fathers believe they are easily replaced-which is a total myth.
• Dads and daughters are usually closer when mom works full-time outside
the home while the kids are growing up. (co-parenting)
•Many fathers buy into the media’s message that they aren't good at
parenting daughters.
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There are 3 Distinct Phases of the
Father-Daughter Relationship
The three phases of the Father-Daughter relationship are defined in this report as
1) Sanctuary 2) Hero to Human and 3) Letting Go. When we break down the fatherdaughter relationship into the three distinct phases, their relationship dynamics become
clearer--easier to understand. The first of the three phases; Sanctuary, occurs between the
daughter’s birth and 10 years of age. Many African American dads are quite young during
this phase, particularly so-within some social groups. It’s important to remember that as a
young male, you are going through a lot of changes at this stage in your own development.
Some fathers may still be in high school, college, just beginning your first jobs or starting
your career.

Research shows that
during this phase,
daughters develop
attachment bonds
to their fathers as
well as their
mothers. Her ability
to develop this
attachment with
her dad has been
linked to her ability
to make healthy
effectual bonds
with men as an
adult woman.

For young fathers this is a highly stressful, busy time filled
with uncertainty in many areas. Your uncertainties impact
your level of confidence as a husband/significant other and as
a father. These uncertainties also increase your need for
pleasurable experiences at home like love, bonding, and
support since you generally have little time between family,
and work to indulge in outside pleasurable activities; without
neglecting your young and growing family.
Research shows that during this phase, daughters develop
attachment bonds to their fathers as well as their mothers.
Her ability to develop this attachment with her dad has been
linked to her ability to make healthy effectual bonds with
men as an adult woman.
This is also a time your daughter does the largest amount
of growing in the smallest period
of time. Most importantly, it is a
time where she develops healthy
self esteem, ideas about her body
image, embraces attitudes and
ideas about education and learns
key male/female relationship skillsall through interactions with her dad.

Viewing this phase through a dual life-cycle lens, (placing both dad and daughter on the
same life-cycle continuum) daughters are growing and acquiring personal development
skills, while most dads are typically hyper-focused on generating income and establishing
some sort of status on the job or, within their community. Your interaction with her; no
matter how infrequent, elicits highly positive emotions for both of you and, is important to
the healthy development of your father-daughter bond.
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How to develop a healthy father-daughter relationship
during the Sanctuary phase.
When she is an infant, spend time each day looking into her eyes, she is learning about you—
enjoy her smiles and baby talk, she is communicating with you. Sing or talk to her. You may
feel awkward or uncomfortable at first, but you will adjust and begin to look forward to your
one-on-one time together. If you are not a live-in/custodial-father, make it your priority to
maintain an amicable relationship with her mother this is a significant in many ways;
elaborated further in my upcoming book “From Hero to Human…”. It is important that you
take care not to allow unresolved issues with her mother, stepmothers, girlfriends or even
good-intended relatives to interfere in this critical phase of development in your relationship.
My book will offer helpful ways to avoid these pitfalls.
Daily/weekly interaction with your daughter is critical. Schedule to pick her up from the
sitter, to keep her when you are not working, to give her a bath or feed her and tuck her into
bed for the night. Remember, your relationship bond is about quality not quantity. Even the
brief moments matter. As she grows older and begins to walk and talk, pay close attention to
her bids for your attention they may be subtle; special looks and smiles just for her Daddy.
Compliment her achievements as well as her appearance often. Give her plenty of hugs and
affection and verbally express your feelings for her. “Daddy loves you”, “You are special”, It
makes me so happy to hang out with you”. Through these exchanges she will learn valuable
lessons that contribute to the development of a healthy sense of self.

Little girls love to receive
gifts, but do not allow gifts to
substitute your one-on-one
time together. The most
valuable gift to your daughter
is your time.

Do not allow newly formed
relationships with others to
interfere with your ability
to keep your commitments
to her.
Your examples of
consistency will teach her
that men who love you do
not abandon you when life
circumstances change

TASKS
Manage all
unresolved
adult issues
outside of her
presence.
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Take care to not use her as
a pawn or tool to get back
at one another, to regulate
child support payments or
to coerce the other parent
to spend alone-time with
you.

Allow her to see a man who
is kind and respectful to her
mother and the women in
her life. This will imprint
an important pattern she
will integrate into her belief
system; the way she
understands appropriate
male/female interaction as
a woman.
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From Hero to Human
Some daughters who reported having a great “Daddy’s Little Girl” experience during the
Sanctuary phase of their father-daughter relationship, also reported that as they grew
older, their fathers began to simply let them down time and time again with little to no
explanation. Many said they stopped seeing their dad as a hero and more like a
disappointment; the critical point at which they both began to emotionally disconnect.

A dads’ fall from
grace may be
disturbing but, it
does not have to
be devastating.
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Voices of Daughters
Random quotes from female research participants
•“When I turned 16, I started confronting my dad about his behavior… why he doesn’t
take care of me and buy some of the things I need. He would say things like I pay your
mom child support that is taking care of you and storm off…I was so hurt by that…”

•“ My dad was my hero when I was growing up, we did absolutely everything together,
he always made me feel special…let me ride in the front seat of the car, bought me lots
of clothes and pretty much anything I asked for he did….”
•It wasn’t until I was out of college and stopped talking to him for months at a time,
did I realize he had been in and out of work most of my adolescence. He felt pretty bad
about not having the kind of money he wanted, he even got depressed…I believe those
were the times he would withdraw from me. I guess he was too proud to explain to me
that he had been laid off or had got fired…”
•I don’t know if it would have made a difference in the way I felt growing up but I think
so…if he would have just talked to me instead of lying and getting mad all the time or
talking about paying my mom child support…”
•I know it sounds weird that I say our relationship didn’t change after my parents
got divorced….but it really didn’t… I mean my dad called me everyday for a long time
and I would call him even if he was at work just like I did when we lived together and
let him know I was home and how things went at school or whatever…we even went
over my homework over the phone sometimes…”

•Everything started to change after my dad lost his job and my parents split up…my dad
moved out…he would promise to come and pick us up and we would wait at the door for
hours… I finally stopped asking and stopped believing him. I was really angry with him
too because my mom would let him spend the night occasionally and I knew he was
cheating on her with other women….”
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Hero to Human
The tense, bi-directionality (the back and forth interaction between fathers/daughters
dictated by their day-to-day mood), in fathering a teen daughter emerges more clearly
during the Hero to Human phase (10-20. This is a time when both you and your
daughter are questioning life; she is essentially starting to ask “who am I” while you
may be simultaneously wondering who you will continue to become. She may soon
start to rebel against authority and convention, while you are wondering at the same
time if you can stand one more day on the job or, in your chosen career. Both of you
may be moody, restless and frequently discontented. Fathers, who are too preoccupied
with their own problems, are usually short on patience and willingness to take the time
to negotiate delicately with their touchy teenage daughters.
During this phase, you may not only question your commitment to your job, but your
commitment to your wife or girlfriend and might often wonder if you see your friends
enough or if you have become an shell of the guy you used to be. You may be under
financial pressures in meeting the high costs of living and
supporting a family. You may be concerned about losing
your job or position and in many cases, making child
support payments.
At this point in your development it is common for you
to have many questions about life and life choices. However, most fathers do not have
the leisure to sit around and reflect like teenage girls. As your daughter reflects on life,
she begins to see you differently because she is no longer a little worshipful little girl,
and also because you in fact have changed and are no longer the younger dad who in
many ways also resembled a playful child. During Hero to Human phase, most dads are
very adolescent-like in behavior, moodier, more sexual and in some cases, perhaps, a
harder drinker; likelier to get into trouble with women or at work. Your adolescent
daughter is very aware of the changes in your behavior.
The Fall From Grace
The opportunity for your daughter to gradually see changing behaviors (fall from
grace-from hero to human) in you, are not necessarily bad for your relationship or, her
development. These changes should not be drastic or abrupt i.e. drug addiction, abuse,
abandonment, womanizing etc. Your efforts to remain a hero in her eyes or, hide your
faults while she’s growing into womanhood (and particularly during this phase), can
give her an unrealistic idea of what men are like. Dad’s fall from grace may be
disturbing but, it does not have to be devastating. Daughters who begin to see their
father as human and capable of making mistakes grow into healthier women.
Daughters who do not experience their father’s “fall from grace” often remain child-like
in their relations with men as adults, expecting them to be infallible-pure heroes,
endlessly patient, tirelessly supportive and forgiving, never demanding. In short they
subconsciously look for a father to a little girl rather than a significant other for a
woman.
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A Dads’ fall from grace may be disturbing but, it does
not have to be devastating.
Fathers who do not communicate honestly in an attempt to hide their faults from
their daughters, raise women who often…

•Unknowingly push their significant other away by
displaying "needy" or “whining” behavior that may cause
him to feel like he will never be able to please her.
•Struggle in relationships to understand and respect their
significant other as the fallible man he is.
•Frequently point out his imperfections comparing him
with her misguided view of her father during heated
discussions.
•Misunderstand her significant other’s firmness as harsh
and uncaring.

The good news is, all of these learned patterns of behavior can be identified
and, it is never to late to replace them with new, constructive behavior that
support the development of future healthy adult-relationships.

1/25/2011
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How to develop a healthy father-daughter
relationship during the Hero to Human phase.
•LISTEN: Actively listen-do not tune her out or disengage emotionally even if you know
she's wrong. Engage her in calm discussions frequently. Not only will you then become
more comfortable handling sensitive issues, the two of you will establish your own
relationship outside of the one she has with mom. Daughters are often more
comfortable talking to mom when they are upset. However if you don't jump in some
times or encourage her to talk with you, continuation of this practice will enlarge the
distance between the two of you as she grows older, prevent her from learning who her
dad really is a person and developing unrealistic idea about males.
•VALIDATE: When your daughter asks your opinion or is otherwise ranting about
something she is concerned about- first say something like "OK what I hear you saying
is“. Validate her even if she seems over emotional. Don't let the tears deter you...you
can do it. Repeating what you think she is trying to say helps her to know she is
important to you and that you are truly interested in what she has to say or is feeling.
Again, your interactions with her set valuable relationship and communication patterns
that will impact the way she looks at and chooses a mate in the future.
Keep the lines of
communication open
even if the subject makes
you feel uncomfortable.
She needs your time and
attention and continued
affection.
Do not make the mistake
of directing her questions
to her mother. This
practice will rob you of
opportunities to
strengthen your bond by
connecting with her- and
will deprive her of
essential life lessons on
how to communicate
about uncomfortable
topics with males.

TASKS
Pay attention, to behavior
change markers. These
subtle changes are your
clues that she is frustrated
or perhaps uncertain about
something in her life. Most
tweens are still generally
very talkative. Set aside
one-on-one time just for
her each week.

Entering the teen years
her body will be going
through many changes
physically and hormonally
all of which she will not
understand. Be sensitive
to her seemingly erratic
behavior as she adjusts.
Do not enter into yelling
matches with her. Ask her
to lower her voice when
she speaks to you if she
wants to continue having
a conversation.. This
sends the message that
men who love you may
demand respect but are
also interested in
engaging in conversations
about what concerns you 11

•COMPLIMENT: Boost her esteem and self-motivation by acknowledging both her beauty
and intellect verbally and frequently. It’s often easy for dads to compliment their
daughters beauty but what they don't know is the extent to which complimenting and
giving attention to her intellectual strengths and accomplishments impact the
development of her self-esteem and academic motivation. Spend time talking about her
academic goals, favorite authors or movies she likes, ask what she finds most interesting
and remember to share some of your own likes, dislikes, failures and successes.

•CONNECT: Even if she pushes your buttons-and she WILL- remain emotionally connected
NEVER reject her! One key is to remember, ALL of your interactions with her set a
fundamentally critical pattern she will use in her male/female relationships as an adult
woman.
Example-She raises her voice and disagrees with your opinion –you in turn elevate your
voice even louder, dismissing what she is concerned about- then walk away. This type of
interaction sends the message that what she says/feels isn't important—a message she
will integrate into her psyche and take with her as she develops into an adult. This
interaction also says, men who love you may reject you if you disagree with them
contributing to the development of deep seated anger and low sense of self. Another
way to handle the situation is to simply establish that you will not engage in heated
arguments with her, then calmly tell her to explain her position. It isn’t always going to be
easy dad, but you can do it; the emerging woman in her is depending on you.
INTERACT: This is a time where she will push for privacy. Plan activities together she may
not be aware of it but she needs you to model appropriate/acceptable/healthy male
behavior. It's also important to set parameters, rules and guidelines that allow for her
growing desire for independence and need to explore and learn about herself and the
world she lives in. Equally as important, is the time you spend exploring the world with
her. Take her on a father-daughter date periodically, open the theatre door for her, ask
her what she wants from the menu, ask her thoughts about the movie after it’s over. Take
her bike riding, boating, hiking, bowling and talk about safety, teach her how to change a
tire or repair a faucet...empowering her empowers your relationship.
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Discipline without Disconnecting
When fathers discipline their teen daughters, they often become short-patient and make
the critical mistake of disconnecting from them emotionally (withdrawal of his attention,
love and affection). Therapist understand this behavior as a male defense mechanism
which in some ways, protect the father from re-experiencing painful feelings;
disappointed, helplessness and/or disrespect. However, daughters interpret their father's
rejection and withdrawal all together differently. Continuation of this behavior, can set the
stage for a potentially toxic relationship, is a primary factor that impacts the potential
destruction of your father-daughter fond and negatively impacts her developing selfesteem. Discipline may be necessary, however unacceptable behaviors in your teen
daughter are reinforced when you behave in the way and, may lead to a new undesirable
definition of "normal" behavior for her. . [I am not worthy of genuine love, attention or
affection] – [A man who loves me will also withdraw love, attention, and affection from
me].
Through your emotional disconnection, mutual expectations are lowered, communication
becomes difficult or nonexistent and stress increases. To avoid this situation try using the
following tools.

TOOLS
Trust your instinct. You know when your head, heart and body are telling you that
something doesn't feel right-do not ignore them.
Speak calmly and identify the exact behavior. Be specific and avoid a laundry list
of all the things that aggravate you.
Identify why this behavior bothers you (dating, curfew, texting etc.. Use an "I
statement" and relate it to a value or principle. (e.g. "When you break curfew I
am scared because I worry about your safety" OR "It makes me sad to think I
can't trust that you will stick to our agreement.")
Listen, really listen, to your daughter. You don't have to agree with what she has
done or how she feels – but remember adolescence is a very emotionally charged
time. She has feelings and does need to be heard. Once the feelings are out, talk
calmly about your thoughts. The lesson she will learn in this interaction, is
deeply connected to her future interactions with men.
Give yourself time to determine the consequences. Don't feel that you need to have
an answer immediately. When it feels right, decide what comes next.
Yes, change is inevitable, but it doesn't always have to be negative or permanently breaking
your father-daughter bond. It is in your power to be the initiator of positive change that
supports the development of a strong, healthy daughter.
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The final phase in the Father-Daughter
relationship is called “Letting Go”.
When you approach the final phase (20-30), of your father-daughter relationship this is a all
about “Letting Go”. The two of you will have spent many years growing together, learning one
another and developing a unique bond. Moving through the final phase will not always be easy
for father or daughter, but is essential to the success of her final steps toward becoming a whole
healthy woman. A father who has, supported the development of self-esteem in his little girl,
self discovery and communication skills in his teen daughter, must now learn to let her move on.
Throughout this phase, your daughter will gradually learn how to rely on all that your life
together has taught her. To do so both of you must learn to let go of your old relationship
patterns to allow new, age-appropriate ones to evolve. Daughters who transition through this
phase successfully, become strong, secure women with effective communication skills, capable
of maintaining a healthy, intimate and bonded relationship with a significant other. While she
may remain in contact with dad, she is also able to stand on her own without the constant need
for affirmation or approval from you or her partner. Read more about this phase in my
upcoming novel “From Hero to Human; the intersection where father and daughter disconnectA Fathers’ Guide Parenting Daughters.
Click the link or copy and paste into your browser to order your advance copy.
https://www.paypal.com/cgi-bin/webscr?cmd=_s-xclick&hosted_button_id=7MGHCHN9HRF5A

Understanding
you has not always
been easy.
Loving you came
effortlessly.
~Karen Davis-Johnson~
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Summary
This report takes a critical look at the African-American father-daughter relationship,
the three phases of their relationship, father’s parental involvement, issues that
impact their relationship and their impact on one another. It offers facts, tools for
discipline, developmental tasks, personal quotes and photographic images that guide
the reader toward a deeper understanding and appreciation for the father daughter
relationship; a fundamentally critical part of healthy female development.
It is my hope that this report help lay the groundwork for further exploration of the
father-daughter relationship phenomenon, and its impact on a woman’s’ social and
emotional behavior . Time is of the essence that we introduce social cultural
information about the irreplaceable role African American fathers play in the lives of
their daughters. This report provides a beckon of hope for future African American
families, scaffolding their future growth and development.

Notes
1. L. Nielsen, Ed.D., “Between Fathers and Daughters- Enriching and Rebuilding your Adult
Relationship” Cumberland House, 2008.
2. National Fatherhood Initiative, Survey of Dads’ Attitudes on Fathering” National Fatherhood
Initiative, Gaithersburg MD, 2008
3. W. Appleton , M.D., “Fathers and Daughters”, Berkley Books NY, 1984

“progress through stages of development is somewhat like the unfolding of a rose bud, each
petal opens up at a certain time, in a certain order, which nature, through its genetics, has
determined. If we interfere in the natural order of development by pulling a petal forward
prematurely or out of order, we ruin the development of the entire flower..” -Erik Erickson-
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